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March 2018

COMMITTEE CHAIR’S REPORT
By Dr. Jetson Lee, Class of 1986
Another class has graduated since our last issue in August. Dr. Peter
Ngan, Professor and Chairman of the Department of Orthodontics
at West Virginia University gave an informative and enjoyable
presentation entitled “Contemporary Treatment of Class III Problems”
at the Graduation Symposium in September. The day concluded with
a wonderful evening at the City Club of San Francisco.
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Several faculty members enjoyed dining with Dr. Ngan the evening
before the Symposium.
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COMMITTEE CHAIR’S REPORT (CONT’D)

The 81st Annual Session of the PCSO was held at the Reno-Sparks Convention Center from October
11-15. A James Bond themed Casino Royale Welcoming Party was a highlight of the meeting. Alumni
receptions were held on Saturday evening at the Atlantis Casino Resort Spa.

The Class of 2018 at the Casino Royale
photo booth.

Alumni reception at the Atlantis Casino Resort Spa.

Our orthodontic staff at the Casino
Royale photo booth.

The Class of 2019 at the Casino Royale photo booth.
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COMMITTEE CHAIR’S REPORT (CONT’D)
The 119th Annual Alumni Meeting is scheduled for the first weekend in March at the Fairmont Hotel. The
32nd Fred West Lecture will be held concurrently. “A Symposium on the Orthodontist’s Role in Obstructive Sleep Apnea” will feature the following speakers: Dr. Carlos Flores-Mir, Dr. David Hatcher, Dr. Sean
Carlson, Dr. John Graham, and Dr. Bill Harrell.

From May 4-8, Washington, D.C. will
host the Annual Session of the AAO.
Actress and singer Kristin Chenoweth will
headline the Opening Ceremonies while
Duke University Men’s Basketball Coach
Mike Krzyzewski will be the keynote
speaker at the Excellence in Orthodontics
Luncheon.
Watch for Evite for Alumni reception,
which is scheduled for Saturday, May 5th
from 7:30 pm to 9:00 pm at the Marriott
Marquis, Mint Room on Meeting Level
4. It will be a private room, not a joint
reception with other programs. Shuttle
service will be provided by the AAO for
Alumni receptions.

Walter E. Washington Convention Center, Washington, D.C.
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COMMITTEE CHAIR’S REPORT (CONT’D)
The 8th Annual Arthur A. Dugoni Graduation Symposium and Dinner is scheduled for Friday, September
28th. Dr. Mark Hans, Professor and Chairman of the Department of Orthodontics at Case Western Reserve University will give a presentation on 3D Imaging. The evening will conclude with a dinner program
at the beautiful City Club of San Francisco.

The City Club of San Francisco

Dr. Mark Hans

The 82nd PCSO Annual Session will be back in picturesque Monterey, California from October 11-14 at
the Monterey Conference Center. Details for the Alumni reception should be available in our upcoming
August issue.

Monterey Conference Center, Monterey, CA
The events listed above are made possible with assistance from your membership dues. A heartfelt
thank you to those of you that have joined our alumni association. We hope that you will continue to support us by renewing your membership. If you have not joined in the past, we encourage you to consider
joining. Please feel free to contact me at orthojet@aol.com with any questions or concerns or if you
would like to become involved with our chapter of the alumni association.
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CLINIC DIRECTOR’S REPORT
By Gabrielle Thodas, Class of 1995
Happy New Year! Hoping for a healthy and prosperous new year for all of
our alumni, friends and family.
We are excited about and looking forward to enhancements to our clinical
program. As you know from previous Trident articles, our residents have the
opportunity to treat numerous types of patients and malocclusions utilizing
different bracket systems and auxiliary appliances. Each resident has an excel tracker to monitor patient treatment categories including Class I, II, III, extraction, impactions, open
bite, Craniofacial, Phase I (including the use of headgear and facemask), orthognathic surgery, Invisalign,
TADs, multi-disciplinary, etc. Some patients fall into more than one and sometimes more than 2 or 3
categories. We have added categories for MSE (maxillary skeletal expansion following the protocol of Dr.
Won Moon from UCLA), limited treatment using Dr. Huang’s mini tubes or Motion View software and 3D
printing of a limited number of aligners (working with Dr. Brian Payne) and indirect bonding. We are also
investigating adding the lingual system inbrace in the next few months.
Speaking of Dr. Brian Payne, he is our newest adjunct assistant clinical professor. Dr. Payne is in our clinic
alternating Thursdays. He is helping to get the residents experience in Motion View and the 3D printing of
aligners and indirect bonding. We are thankful to him and our entire volunteer faculty for their dedication and
selflessness in taking time from their busy lives to help educate our residents and strengthen our department.
This spring we will be instituting progress reviews. The Class of 2019 will be the first class to meet with faculty on a regular basis (currently we are planning on 8-9 month intervals) to review the treatment progress
for their patients. We are developing a form so that the residents can evaluate treatment progress to date, the
impact of patient oral hygiene and cooperation (or lack thereof), discuss and re-evaluate or change the treatment plan if needed and formalize and systematize the sharing of this information with both the patient/
parent and the referring dentist. As we all know, we have a plan to do something and we think we are doing
it. However, we must thoroughly evaluate treatment, progress and final result, to know what we actually did.
I am assuming that everyone is aware of the changes made by the ABO regarding the clinical requirements
for Board Certification. Even though the current classes will not be presenting patients for their ABO certification, we will still require ABO equivalent analysis and case review evaluation. We feel it is important for
the residents to be able to learn to translate what they are seeing when they look at a patient intra-orally
chairside to the reality of what is seen on study models.
Here are some upcoming trips for the residents. The Class of 2018 will be attending the 50th annual Asilomar retreat in Monterey from February 16-18. In May, both classes will be going to the AAO in Washington,
D.C. Among other lectures, they will be attending the ABO scenario review session where they will learn
about the new Scenario-based Oral Clinical Examination.
Alumni Weekend is in less than a month. The Fred West lecture this year is entitled, “A Symposium on the
Orthodontist’s Role in Obstructive Sleep Apnea”. The speakers are Drs. Carlos Flores-Mir, David Hatcher,
Sean Carlson, John Graham and Bill Harrell. We hope the entire faculty can attend this important event.
Saturday night is the 50th Legacy Ball. Due to the generosity of Drs. Art Dugoni and David Chambers, all
of the residents and Drs. Oh and Park will be attending the Legacy Ball. The tradition of celebrating and
honoring those who unselfishly give back to our school with their time, talent and treasury is important and
we are grateful to Drs. Dugoni and Chambers for sharing this with our residents.
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AMERICAN BOARD OF ORTHODONTICS UPDATE
By Steven Dugoni, Class of 1981
Immediate Past President, American Board of Orthodontics
Congratulation to our graduates Katherine Kieu, Cheryl Guerrero, Trevan Samp
and Ronald Chung who were certified by the American Board of Orthodontics
at the September 2017 Clinical Examination. Congratulations also to Dan Frey
who successfully banked cases in September.
The ABO hosted an Educators Symposium this past November in St. Louis and the University of Pacific
was well represented with several faculty members attending including Drs. Thodas, Cole, Oh, and Dugoni.
The ABO entitled this symposium “Intelligently Adapting to Change.” At this meeting the ABO discussed
why the ABO must continue to evolve and that the ABO recognizes the need to adapt and refine it’s role in
strengthening the specially while continuing to protect the public and promote clinical excellence. The ABO
discussed the results of a recent ABO survey in which the overwhelming majority of orthodontists believed
in ABO certification as something they strive to obtain. They mentioned there were unwarranted barriers in
the current certification process including length of residency programs, an increase in corporate
and dental support organizations (DSO) work environments, and testing based on treated cases. The ABO
decided to research and observe other dental and medical specially boards.
After review of numerous boards combined with the research of best practices, it was decided to change
the design of the clinical examination in order to administer an improved examination that is fair, valid, and
reliable while increasing accessibility to the examination.
During the ABO Educators’ Symposium over half of the survey respondents supported an immediate
change to a scenario-based exam. Only 10% did not support a complete scenario exam. The remainder
supported a slow transition to a scenario-based exam or a combination of cases and scenarios. This finding provided further impetus for the ABO to implement a change to a scenario-based exam. Our faculty
attending the symposium was in support of a change to a scenario-based examination. This new scenariobased clinical examination will not result in an easier examination and standards will not be lowered.
The ABO plans to conduct a scenario-based examination workshop at the AAO meeting in Washington, D.C.
to help candidates and educators prepare for the new examination format.
In early February, I attended the ABO Board meeting to help prepare for the new clinical examination
format along with experts in constructing scenario-based examinations. In late February, we will have the
ABO Clinical examination with the case presentation format. Candidates can still present their six cases
in September 2018. Starting in February 2019, we will convert to the scenario-based examination with no
case submission.
In May at the AAO meeting in Washington, D.C., I will complete my term as an ABO Director. I will continue
to serve as a guest examiner for the ABO and continue as a consultant to the ABO written committee. It is
been my privilege and honor to serve this prestigious organization and to further the mission of the ABO
to elevate the quality of orthodontic care for the public by promoting excellence through certification, education and professional collaboration. Thanks again to all the faculty and residents for their hard work to
prepare for board certification. I look forward to helping prepare our residents for the new scenario-based
clinical examination.
If you have any questions regarding the American Board of Orthodontics, please email me at
Dugoni@americanboardortho.com
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FIRST YEAR RESIDENTS’ REPORT
By Kevin Shimizu, Class of 2019
The first years are happy to be settling into residency and
are finally getting the hang of bonding 2nd molars, though
they still need Dr. Boyd’s fixed expertise from time to time.
Over the past 7 months they have enjoyed getting to know
the finer parts of orthodontic residency - GORP, PCSO, Angle
Society meetings, and are excited to travel to Washington DC
to attend the AAO Annual Session in May. Most importantly,
they’re happy to have “acceptably” passed their exams, per
Dr. Oh. They always share food in the resident’s room and
are looking forward to hosting other events (ski trips, holiday
potlucks) and welcoming the new resident class.

The Classes of 2018 and 2019 at an Angle Society Meeting.

The Class of 2019 in front of the school.

Class of 2019 with faculty and Dr. Hyeon-Shik Hwang from Korea who lectured on “Surgery First”.
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SECOND YEAR RESIDENTS’ REPORT
By Linda Phi, Class of 2018
We are so fortunate to start off the new school year with an
amazing group of 1st year residents! As the family lineages
continue to grow, we in turn grow stronger as co-residents,
colleagues and friends.
We attended our second trip to GORP in Cleveland, Ohio and
our first trip to the PCSO in Reno, Nevada. Furthermore, we
welcomed two visiting orthodontic residents from Yonsei University (Seoul, South Korea) in September where we were able
to share knowledge, clinical skills, green tea ice cream, $0.25
chicken wings, and mocha together; a big thanks to Dr. Kevin
Shimizu for planning the social.

UOP at Hogwash (San Francisco, CA)
with our beer goblets!

We began our rotation at the Stanford Otolaryngology Head
and Neck Surgery and Sleep Clinic. Not only were we observing surgeries for sleep apnea (MMA, septoplasty, tonsillectomy,
and DOME surgery), we also participated in multidisciplinary
consults with Dr. Stanley Liu, MD and Dr. Audrey Yoon, DDS.
Lastly, as we are preparing for our ABO written exam in April,
we look forward to attending this year’s AAO Annual Session
in Washington, D.C. It will be a trip to remember!

UOP Orthodontic Department dressed up
as Minions for Halloween 2017.

Would you like to make your mark
on our new Ortho clinic?
Contact Pacific Dugoni Development
at 415-749-3349 to learn how you
can support the school and name
an operatory of your own.
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This chart is the “Orthodontic Family Tree” for our program. By most accounts, there were no bigs or littles until
Don Poulton became chair in 1981.
2021								
2020								
2019
Roblee
Shimizu
LaFlamme
Mahjoub
C. Stepanek
Xu
2018
Phi
Cummings
Joy
Little
Levin
Hasan
2017
Derentz
Simanian
Dolatabadi
Edalatpajouh
Hsu
Zitterkopf
2016
Joosse
Vahidnia
Abousheta
Chiou
L. Kim
Samp
2015
Yau
Frey
Al-Kharafi
Punch
Mancini
Maccaro
2014
Perera
Gluck
Touni
Nordberg
Thorpe
Rocha
2013
V. Lee
Guirguis
Liu
Ahn
Abolfazlian
Karimian
2012
Kieu
Ray
Bittner
Galea
Balghonaim
Hong
2011
Parisek
Cooper
Bauter
J. Hannon
Gomez
Oh
2010
Masuda
Moadel
Dugoni
Robison
Al-Mehl
B. Lee
2009
Tinloy
O’Neill
2008
Heetland
Thatcher
2007
Kwong
Cheron
2006
Walker
Anderson
2005
Solomon
Oh
2004
Pollock
Kouvaris
2003
Gilmore		
2002
Chong		
2001
Cailliuell		
2000
Kamisugi		
1999
Kapus		
1998
Alpan		
1997			
1996			
1995			
1994			
1993			
1992			
1991			
1990			
1989			
1988			

Delurgio
Park
Fallah
B. Nguyen
Doucet
Perce
Keller
Haghi
Sallapudi
Kim
Reutter
Nelson
Emrich
Tangtrongsakdi
Polgrean
Schofield
Kahn
Tam
Markowitz
Kaprelian
Barkett
Don

Kai
Soliman
Salahuddin
Aljabeti
Dalbah
Obara
Hur
Kolody
Chiappone
Nabipour
Costanzo
Ellerhorst
Larkin		
Lund		
Evans		
Swatman		
Nalchajian		
Harfield		
Fenn		
Paping		
Thodas		
Vogt		
Kovacs		
Varela		
Mau		
Chee		
Gum		
Harnick		

Nassiri
Matin
T. Nguyen
Pezoldt
Deukmedjian
Axelrode
Robison
O’Hara
Feller
Barkate
Ahn
Oshetski
Gonzales
Thabet
Trammel
Yao
Shafagh
Way
Lin
Bruno
Portalupi
Kasso

1987			
Jackson
Shimizu		
Stathopopoulos
1986			
J. Lee
Brezniak		
Larson
1985			
J. Wong
Marcus		
Smith
1984			
Stenger
Tisack		
Alvi
1983			
Warren
Chang		
Lutz
1982			
Van Bergen
Baron		
B. Rouleau
1981			
McDonough
Rawlings		
S. Dugoni
1980						
Aubert		
1979						
Fleming		
1978								
1977								
1976								
1975								
1974								
1973

Calles
Alberston
Ajanaku
Vohra
V. Chong
Garibaldi
J.R. Cho
Chung
D. Lee
Mahood

M. Stepanek
P. Kim
Hong
R. Chung
Guerrero
McCullough
A. Rouleau
Herchold
S. Hannon
Heetland

Adair
Chun
Pawar
Chenin
Cobain

Shafiee
Ashraf
V. Nguyen
Wu
Handelin

Steinhoff
Roberts
Amer
Getz
Tong
Kobayashi
Pitakanonda
Parigini
Choo
Kaplan
Annello
Irish
Grey
Dustin
Cho
Evrigenis

Kohlmann Erdel
Sefidpour
Abar
De Jesus
Gallagher
Payne
Teeter
Gerbo
Sauget
Collins
Anderson
Drew
Chan
Helm
Seauer
Nisson

Wood
Noorda
Beck
Champlin
Faris
Padilla
Holdaway

Seamount-Gosselin
Crawford
Davis
Douglas
Cotterell
Vodzak
Champion
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IN THE NEWS
The following articles
appeared in recent
publications.

An article about Dr. Art
Dugoni’s lifelong giving
to Gonzaga University
appeared in Gonzaga Giving.
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IN THE NEWS (CONT’D)

News of Dr. Steven Dugoni, Dr. Ji Hyun Ahn and Dr. Ronald Chung appeared in the Fall issue of the PCSO Bulletin.
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IN THE NEWS (CONT’D)
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THE GRADUATE PROGRAM
IN
ORTHODONTICS
University of the Pacific
•

A Short History •

Dr. Richard Remmel Rutter

INTRODUCTION
This is the last installment of “The Graduate Program in Orthodontics – University of the Pacific
– A Short History” by Dr. Richard Remmel Rutter.
It is from the Third Edition, which was last revised in August 2008.
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KEEPING IN TOUCH
By Jetson S. Lee, Class of 1986
CLASS OF 1988 UPDATES
Michael Don — My daughters who were youngsters while I was in school are both grown and on their
own. Kristin is in the fashion industry in Los Angeles and Lindsay (UOP 2008) graduated from the
Seaton Hill Orthodontic program in 2014.
2017 was a year I’d like to forget. While being worked up for back surgery in December 2016, I was
diagnosed with heart disease and had quadruple bypass in January 2017. After an uneventful recovery,
I had L4, L5 & S1 fused in May. Unfortunately, I was unable to return to practice, but was fortunate to
have a well-trained daughter to take
over without missing a step.
In the last 30 years, I have been very fortunate to hunt and fish in some
fabulous locations. I am one sheep short of the Grand Slam and hope
to complete it soon. Before being grounded, I was an active private pilot
and flew to Mexico routinely as a pilot/ dentist with the Flying Samaritans
in my Cessna 182. I have been married to my lovely wife Sandra for 39
years and we have enjoyed traveling together. She is an avid pickle ball
player and a 3-time Senior Olympic Gold medalist.
I feel very fortunate to have escaped the “widow maker” event and miss
going to work and seeing my patients. Best wishes to all and thank you
for reaching out.

David Harnick ’88 and his
David Harnick — my daughter Kari (UOP ’15) graduated from the orth- daughter Kari who recently
odontic program at Oregon Health & Science University in 2017 and has joined his practice in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
joined the practice.
CLASS OF 2008 UPDATES
Golnaz Ashraf — Life has been very busy and exciting the past
ten years. Kayvon and I welcomed our son Ryan (8 ½) in 2009
and our daughter Sophie (4 1/2) in 2013. We live in Tiburon,
California. Being a proud mom of two and running my orthodontic practice keeps me in shape!!!
Ryan is in third grade and loves to play tennis, basketball, skiing, and electric guitar. Sophie (my mini me) is in Pre-K and
loves ballet and gymnastics.
I have been enjoying practice in Mill Valley since 2010. I purchased my orthodontic practice in 2012 and welcomed Dr.
Kiri Herchold (UOP Ortho ’12) as my associate to Ashraf
Orthodontics in 2015.
Golnaz Ashraf ’08 with Sophie, Ryan, and
Orthodontics has been the most rewarding profession I could Kayvon.
ask for and I am grateful for the wonderful experiences and
education at UOP.
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (CONT’D)
Lani Chun — How do I put the past 10 years since
graduation in a nutshell? Well, it certainly has flown
by. There have been small and big changes both personally and professionally. There have been many
ups and downs. But one thing for certain is things
always change.
The orthodontic program where I put my blood, sweat,
and tears, that was once my second home located in
the Pacific Heights district of San Francisco, moved
downtown into a new modern building. That was a bittersweet moment for me.
The orthodontic community lost an amazing man on
July 22, 2017. Dr. Baumrind forever changed my life Lani Chun ’08 with family.
and I will always remember his gentle yet firm philosophical ways. His relentless dedication to his research
and work was second to none. I still think of him often. That was a down for me.
After several different jobs in private practices as well as a corporation, I purchased my practice after
associating for nearly 5 years at my first orthodontic associate job. Some-where along the way, my husband and I had 2 children. Those are definitely the ups in my life. I didn’t say it was easy, but it has been
a good ride.
Joorak Park — Since graduation, I started to work
at the Pacific Orthodontics department as a parttime faculty, mostly working in research. Now I
work at the department on a full-time basis teaching microimplants and 3D imaging to the residents
and teaching the pre-doctoral orthodontic course to
the DDS students. Teaching has been truly rewarding and I believe that it allowed me to become a
better orthodontist.
Until last year, I had invaluable time working with Dr.
Sheldon Baumrind on various 3D research projects.
Two days a week, including the Saturdays, I work at
a clinic in Manteca, CA as an associate orthodontist.
I have lived in Oakland ever since graduation, but finally moved back to San Francisco last year so that I
can walk to the school.

Joorak Park ’08 with classmates Shawna
Heetland, Lani Chun, and Dawn Thatcher.

It has been a very dynamic and interesting 10 years
since graduation and I look forward to another exciting
10 years!

Joorak enjoys lunch with David Lee ’11,
Lani Chun ’08, and Kimberly Mahood ’10.
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (CONT’D)
Reem Salahuddin — After my graduation, we moved to The Woodlands, Texas. My husband, Saad Salahuddin is also a graduate from UOP (Dental). We have three children, Zayd (17) , Zara (12) and Zaynab (7).
We had the opportunity to open our own private office where we both practice together. Currently, we
own two offices. We advertised in local magazines, which gave our practices quite a boost. We have been
here for 9 years now.
I have great memories of UOP and feel blessed to have met such amazing people . I look forward to
reading the Trident issue and getting updated on how and where all my colleagues are now.

Reem and husband Saad on the
cover of “Reviewit” magazine.

Reem and husband Saad on the
cover of “Living” magazine.

Reem Salahuddin ’08 with Zayd (17),
Zaynab (7), Zara (12) and Saad.

Dawn Thatcher — I purchased my practice in Santa Barbara from Dr. Art Najera in 2008, assuming all
responsibilities on the Monday after graduation. Dr. Najera has been a great mentor and we continue to
meet and discuss cases and life.
I met my husband, Justin Watson, in 2012.
Justin has a land clearing company based on
the Central Coast. We now have 2 boys William
(4) and Ryker (22 months). They are incredible
balls of energy that keep us in constant motion
and with smiles on our faces.
I set a goal to remodel my office by our 10year anniversary – I completed the remodel
last November with all new chairs, floors,
counters, fixtures, x-ray units etc. While the
avocado green and burnt orange seem to be
coming back into style, I love my new aqua
and periwinkle blue palette! Santa Barbara is
a wonderful place to call home.
Dawn Thatcher ’08 with husband Justin and sons Ryker
(22 months) and William (4).
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (CONT’D)

Dawn and her family.

The Rutters attended the 120th Cal-Stanford Big Game on November 18, 2017 on
the “Farm”. Some may not know that the
Rutters are a “House Divided” with Joanne
a Cal graduate and Dr. Rutter a Stanford
graduate.

OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Dr. Richard Rutter, wife Joanne and
granddaughter Ava.

Mia Chun DDS ’90 has an in-house orthodontist who is leaving so she is in need of an
orthodontist to work the first Saturday of the
month or the first Saturday and one weekday
(either the third Wednesday or Friday) in her
Hayward office.
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EVERY DENTIST MUST TEST THEIR STERILIZERS WEEKLY

The Dugoni School Sterilizer Monitoring Service provides quality
monitoring services and supports dental education.
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YOUR SUBSCRIPTION DOLLARS HELP SUPPORT A STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

You already know that infection control regulations require use of a Sterilizer Monitoring Service. But did you know
that the University of the Pacific, Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry Sterilizer Monitoring Service uses its profits to
provide scholarships for dental students? Since 2003, this service has generated $402,150 in student scholarships.
With additional subscribers (like you) we could do so much more!
Our Sterilizer Monitoring Service provides high quality biological monitoring for all types of office sterilizers. The
cost is $199.00 annually for each sterilizer. Instructions for using the test strips are included. Reports of
test results are provided to document your compliance.

ORDERING INFORMATION
ONLINE www.go.pacific.edu/DugoniSMS
EMAIL elara@pacific.edu
PHONE 415.929.6622
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AN INNOVATION EVOLUTION
INNOVATING TO DELIVER THE CLINICAL RESULTS YOU EXPECT

2009

2010

2011

2011

2011

2013

Optimized
attachments
for extrusion
and rotation

Improved
Power Ridge®
feature for
control of lingual
root torque

Multi-tooth
extrusion
for anterior
open bite

Multi-plane
movement
feature
for control
of laterals

Optimized
Attachments
for mesio-distal
root tip control

SmartTrack™
aligner material
for improved
control of tooth
movements

NOW THAT’S SMART.

In the last 4 years, Align Technology has introduced a series of Invisalign innovations to improve
clinical outcomes for you and your patients.
®

SmartForce® attachments and aligner features are engineered to deliver the force systems to achieve predictable tooth movements.
SmartTrack™ is a highly elastic aligner material that improves control of tooth movements with Invisalign.
• A study of 1015 patients shows that SmartTrack significantly improves control of tooth movements such as rotation and extrusion (p<0.001)*

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE INNOVATION EVOLUTION AT INVISALIGN
Visit www.AlignTechInstitute.com
Data on file at Align: *Compared to patients treated
with aligners made with previous Invisalign material.
N12679
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